
PET SHOP IN BANGLADESH

Pet Supply Bangladesh | Online shop only for live animals . Part of your job as a dog owner will be protecting your family
from the parasites that can plague.

And they have to need more space and cost for them. They should set their price according to the customers
and profit based. And others shop sell different priced fishes. They thinks government proper supervision and
proper suggestions helps this business more profitable and conduct the business more efficiently. Question 3:
[pic][pic][pic]? Such an uncertain situation prompted Mr. Less common in pet stores are larger mammals such
as dogs and cats. As a result accountability and importance of NGOs has become a critical issue. A rabies titer
test is not required when entering Bangladesh from any country. Question 9: [pic][pic][pic]? The most of the
shops generally sell tk priced food for fishes in their shops. The most of the business shops can not make
profit as their target. From the cross tabs of How many of years do you operate pet shop business in Katabon?
In the previous the most of the foreign fish came from outside Bangladesh. In this business there is no specific
seasons. Cross Tab: [pic] pic]? Now there is given severals items descriptions and their price lists. There are
many types of fish available in katabon which are Gold fish, Angel, Molly, Tiger shark etc. An endorsed copy
of this certificate can be sent ahead of time to obtain the NOC, while the original must travel with the pet.
Question 1: [pic][pic][pic]? If your dog or cat is not in apparent good health, further examination by a licensed
veterinarian may be required at your expense. In the recent year the birds price are significantly reduced
compare to the previous year. Other shops also follow competitors based and profit based pricing strategy.
Government should also provide loan for the pet shoppers in Katabon. The most of shops sell decorations for
aquarium between tk and others shop also sell tk decorations for aquarium. We ensure you that, this
information only used for our course purpose not any others purpose. They have to need follow more efficient
marketing strategy to attract the customers. The 5 shops indicate that people are generally come from middle
level. Government should have to need proper intervention over the pet shop business in Katabon. And the
missing data for the only 5 shops sell birds in their shops. The most of the fish generally come from outside
Dhaka. The most of the pet shops generally sells low according to their expenses. The mean of this survey
shows that the most of the shops have to sell average tk. And also 3 shops expenses are but they sells only
which indicates loss of their operations of pet shop business. We hope that this report will help to protect and
support the pet shop business in Bangladesh. Many pet shops are trying to get out these conditions but they
can not. Question pic][pic][pic]?


